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ABSTRACT:

In this dissertation research we aim to design and validate 
intrusion detection system (IDS) protocols for a medi-
cal cyber physical system (MCPS) comprising sensors, 
actuators, control units, and physical objects for control-
ling and protecting physical infrastructures. The design 
part includes host IDS, system IDS and IDS response de-
signs. The validation part includes a novel model-based 
analysis methodology with simulation validation. Our 
objective is to maximize the MCPS reliability or lifetime 
in the presence of malicious nodes performing attacks 
which can cause security failures. Our host IDS design 
results in a lightweight, accurate, autonomous and adap-
tive protocol that runs on every node in the CPS to detect 
misbehavior of neighbor nodes based on state-based be-
havior specifications. Our system IDS design results in 
a robust and resilient protocol that can cope with mali-
cious, erroneous, partly trusted, uncertain and incomplete 
information in a MCPS. Our IDS response design results 
in a highly adaptive and dynamic control protocol that 
can adjust detection strength in response to environment 
changes in attacker strength and behavior. The end result 
is an energy-aware and adaptive IDS that can maximize 
the MCPS lifetime in the presence of malicious attacks, as 
well as malicious, erroneous, partly trusted, uncertain and 
incomplete information.We develop a probability model 
based on stochastic Petri nets to describe the behavior of a 
MCPS incorporating our proposed intrusion detection and 
response designs, subject to attacks by malicious nodes 
exhibiting a range of attacker behaviors, including reck-
less, random, insidious and opportunistic attacker mod-
els. We identify optimal intrusion detection settings under 
which the MCPS reliability or lifetime is maximized for 
each attacker model.
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Adaptive control for maximizing IDS performance is 
achieved by dynamically adjusting detection and re-
sponse strength in response to attacker strength and be-
havior detected at runtime. We conduct extensive analysis 
of our designs with four case studies, namely, a mobile 
group CPS, a medical CPS, a smart grid MCPS and an 
unmanned aircraft MCPS. The results show that our adap-
tive intrusion and response designs operating at optimiz-
ing conditions significantly outperform existing anomaly-
based IDS techniques for MCPS. 
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INTRODUCTION:

The most prominent characteristic of a medical cyber 
physical system (MCPS) is its feedback loop that acts 
on the physical environment[3][4]. In other words, the 
physical environment provides data to the MCPS sensors 
whose data feed the MCPS control algorithms that drive 
the actuators which change the physical environment. 
MCPSs are often characterized by sophisticated patient 
treatment algorithms interacting with the physical envi-
ronment including the patient. In this paper, we are con-
cerned with intrusion detection mechanisms for detecting 
compromised sensors or actuators embedded in an MCPS 
for supporting safe and secure MCPS applications upon 
which patients and healthcare personnel can depend with 
high confidence. Intrusion detection system (IDS) design 
for cyber physical systems (CPSs)[13][14] has attracted 
considerable attention because of the dire consequence of 
[3]CPS failure.

Detection of Intrusions by Using Behaviour Rule Specification Based 
Technique for Providing Security to MCPSs
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However, IDS techniques for MCPSs is still in its infancy 
with very little work reported. Intrusion detection tech-
niques in general can be classified into four types: signa-
ture, anomaly, trust, and specification-based techniques. 
In this paper, we consider  specification rather than sig-
nature-based detection to deal with unknown attacker 
patterns. We consider specification rather than anomaly 
based techniques to avoid using resource constrained sen-
sors or actuators in an [3]MCPS for profiling anomaly 
patterns (e.g., through learning) and to avoid high false 
positives. We consider specification rather than trust 
based techniques  to avoid delay due to trust aggregation  
and propagation to promptly react to malicious behaviors 
in safety critical MCPSs.

To accommodate resource-constrained sensors and actua-
tors in an MCPS, we propose behavior-rule specification-
based [13]intrusion detection (BSID) which uses the no-
tion of behavior rules for specifying acceptable behaviors 
of[3] medical devices in an MCPS. Rule-based intrusion 
detection thus far has been applied only in the context of 
communication networks which have no concern of phys-
ical environments and the closed-loop control structure as 
in an [13]MCPS. For example, propose an IDS that applies 
seven types of traffic-based rules to detect intruders[1]: 
interval, retransmission, integrity, delay, repetition, radio 
transmission range and jamming. propose a multitrust[3] 
IDS with traffic-based collection that audits the forward-
ing behavior of suspects to detect black hole and keyhole 
attacks launched by captured devices based on the rate of 
specification violations.

Fig:- Classification Tree for CPS Intrusion Detection 
Techniques.

We classify the intrusion detection literature based on 
four criteria (or dimensions):

1. Detection Technique: this criterion distinguishes IDSs 
based on their basic approach to detection analysis;[3]

2. Collection Process: this criterion contrasts behavior-
based IDSs from traffic-based IDSs;

3. Trust Model: this criterion differentiates IDSs that share 
raw data or analysis results from standalone IDSs;[6]

4. Response Technique: this criterion contrasts active 
from passive and static from dynamic approaches to   re-
pelling an attack[1].

Our intrusion detection is characterized by false nega-
tive and positive probabilities, denoted by pfn and pfp, 
respectively. A false negative occurs when a bad medi-
cal [4]device is missed as good, while a false positive oc-
curs when a good medical device is misdiagnosed as bad. 
While neither is desirable, a false negative in an MCPS is 
especially impactful to the patient’s well being. Because 
the key motivation in MCPS is safety, we searched for a 
configuration yielding a high detection rate without com-
promising the false positive probability. In this paper we 
consider a threshold criterion.

RELATED WORK:

Before developing the tool it is necessary to determine 
the time factor, economy n company strength. Once these 
things r satisfied, ten next steps is to determine which op-
erating system and language can be used for developing 
the tool. Once the programmers start building the tool the 
programmers need lot of external support. This support 
can be obtained from senior programmers, from book 
or from websites. Before building the system the above 
consideration r taken into account for developing the pro-
posed system.

We have to analysis the Secure Computing 
Survey:
Secure Computing:

Secure Computing Corporation, or SCC, was a public 
company (NASDAQ: SCUR) that developed and sold 
computer security[14] appliances and hosted services to 
protect users and data. McAfee acquired the company in 
2008. Computer security[14] is the effort to create a se-
cure computing platform, designed so that agents (users 
or programs) cannot perform actions that they are not al-
lowed to perform, but can perform the actions that they 
are allowed to. This involves specifying and implement-
ing a security policy.

The actions in question can be reduced to operations of ac-
cess, modification and deletion. Computer security can be 
seen as a subfield of security engineering, which looks at 
broader security issues in addition to computer security.It 
is important to understand that in a secure system, the le-
gitimate users of that system are still able to do what they 
should be able to do. It has been said pejoratively that the 
only truly secure computer is one locked in a vault with-
out any means of power or communication; however, this 
would not be regarded as a useful secure system because 
of the above requirement.It is also important to distin-
guish the techniques employed to increase a system’s se-
curity from the issue of that system’s security[14] status. 
In particular, systems which contain fundamental flaws 
in their security designs cannot be made secure without 
compromising their utility. Consequently, most computer 
systems cannot be made secure even after the application 
of extensive “computer security” measures.

Techniques for creating secure systems:

1. Cryptographic techniques can be used to defend data 
in transit between systems, reducing the probability that 
data exchanged between systems can be intercepted or 
modified.

2. Strong authentication techniques can be used to ensure 
that communication end-points are who they say they 
are.

3. Secure crypto processors can be used to leverage physi-
cal security techniques into protecting the security of the 
computer system.

4. Chain of trust techniques can be used to attempt to en-
sure that all software loaded has been certified as authen-
tic by the system’s designers.

Next Generation Secure Computing Base:

(Next Generation Secure Computing Base) A Windows 
security platform from Microsoft introduced in 2002, 
and originally called “Palladium.” First used in Windows 
Vista in 2007, applications that support NGSCB can be 
isolated within the computer; their data can be sealed and 
made unavailable to other applications, and data can be 
digitally signed to ensure they were created by a trusted 
application. Viruses may still enter and reside within the 
computer, but NGSCB-aware applications are far less 
vulnerable to their damage.

EXISTING SYSTEM:

Existing work only considered specification-based state 
machines for intrusion detection of communication pro-
tocol misbehaving patterns. Before that not using trust 
based techniques to avoid delay due to trust aggregation 
and propagation to promptly react to malicious behaviors 
in safety critical MCPSs.

PROPOSED SYSTEM:

We propose a methodology to transform behaviour rules 
to a state machine, so that a device that is being moni-
tored for its behaviour can easily be checked against the 
transformed state machine for deviation from its behav-
iour specification. We also investigate the impact of at-
tacker behaviors on the effectiveness of MCPS intrusion 
detection. We demonstrate that our specification based 
IDS technique can effectively trade higher false positives 
off for lower false negatives to cope with more sophisti-
cated and hidden attackers. We show results for a range of 
configurations to illustrate this trade. Because the key mo-
tivation in MCPS is safety, our solution is deployed in a 
configuration yielding a high detection rate without com-
promising the false positive probability. Our approach is 
monitoring-based relying on the use of peer devices to 
monitor and measure the compliance degree of a trustee 
device connected to the monitoring node by the CPS net-
work. The rules comparing monitor and trustee physiol-
ogy (blood pressure, oxygen saturation, pulse, respiration 
and temperature) exceeds protection possible by consid-
ering devices in isolation.

Algorithm:
IDS techniques:

We demonstrate that our behaviour-rule specification 
based IDS technique outperforms two existing anomaly-
based techniques for detecting abnormal patient behav-
iors in pervasive healthcare applications. 

Anomaly-based techniques using statistical analysis: one 
studies user sessions (to detect live intruders), and the 
other studies the runtime behaviour of programs (to de-
tect malicious code). We propose semi-supervised anom-
aly-based IDS targeted for assisted living environments. 
Their design is behaviour-based and audits series of events 
which they call episodes. The authors’ events are 3-tuples 
comprising sensor ID, start time and duration.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

IMPLEMENTATION:
1.Threat Model:

We focus on defeating inside attackers that violate the 
integrity of the MCPS with the objective to disable the 
MCPS functionality. Our design is also effective against 
attacks such as subtle manipulations that change medi-
cal doses slightly to cause long term harm to patients 
or medical or billing record exhilarations which violate 
privacy[4]. There are two distinct stages in an attack: 
before a node is compromised and after a node is com-
promised. Before a node is compromised, the adversary 
focuses on the tactical goal of achieving a foothold on the 
target system.

2. Attacker Archetypes:
 
We differentiate two attacker archetypes: reckless, ran-
dom and opportunistic. A reckless attacker performs at-
tacks whenever it has a chance to impair the MCPS func-
tionality as soon as possible. A random attacker, on the 
other hand, performs attacks only randomly to avoid de-
tection. It is thus insidious and hidden with the objective 
to cripple the MCPS functionality. We model the attacker 
behaviour by a random attack probability pa. When pa = 
1 the attacker is a reckless adversary. Random attacks are 
typically implemented with on off attacks in real-world 
scenarios, so pa is not a random variable drawn from uni-
form distribution U(0, 1) but rather a probability that a 
malicious node is performing attacks at any time with this 
on-off attack behaviour. An opportunistic attacker is the 
third archetype. An opportunistic attacker exploits ambi-
ent noise modelled by per (probability of miss-monitor-
ing)to perform attacks.

3. Behavior Rules:

Behavior rules for a device are specified during the design 
and testing phase of an MCPS. Our intrusion detection 
protocol takes a set of behaviour rules for a device as in-
put and detects if a device’s behaviour deviates from the 
expected behaviour specified by the set of behaviour rules. 
Since the intrusion detection activity is performed in the 
background, it allows behaviour rules to be changed if in-
complete or imprecise specifications are discovered dur-
ing the operational phaseWithout disrupting the MCPS 
operation. Our IDS design for the reference MCPS model 
relies on The use of lightweight specification-based  be-
haviour rules for each sensor or actuator medical device.

4. Intrusion detection system:

Intrusion detection system (IDS) design for cyber physical 
systems (CPSs) has attracted considerable because of the 
dire consequence of CPS failure. In this paper, we consid-
er specification rather than signature-based detection to 
deal with unknown attacker patterns. We consider specifi-
cation rather than anomaly based techniques to avoid us-
ing resource constrained Sensors or actuators in an MCPS 
for profiling anomaly patterns (e.g., through learning) and 
to avoid high false positives. We consider specification 
rather than trust based techniques to avoid delay due to 
trust aggregation and propagation to promptly react to 
malicious behaviours in Safety critical MCPSs.

CONCLUSION:

For safety-critical MCPSs, being able to detect attack-
ers while limiting the false alarm probability to protect 
the welfare of patients is of utmost importance. In this 
paper we proposed a behaviour-rule specification-based 
IDS technique for intrusion detection of medical devices 
embedded in a MCPS. We exemplified the utility with 
VSMs and demonstrated that the detection probability of 
the medical device approaches one (that is, we can always 
catch the attacker without false negatives) while bound-
ing the false alarm probability to below 5% for reckless 
attackers and below 25% for random and opportunistic 
attackers over a wide range of environment noise levels. 
Through a comparative analysis, we demonstrated that 
our behaviour-rule specification-based IDS technique 
outperforms existing techniques based on anomaly intru-
sion detection.

FUTURE WORK:
In future work, we plan to analyze the overheads of our 
detection techniques such as the various distance-based 
methods in comparison with contemporary approaches. 
We also plan to deepen adversary modelling research 
based on stochastic Petri net techniques such that the 
system can dynamically adjust CT to maximize intrusion 
detection performance in response to changing attacker 
behaviours at runtime.
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form distribution U(0, 1) but rather a probability that a 
malicious node is performing attacks at any time with this 
on-off attack behaviour. An opportunistic attacker is the 
third archetype. An opportunistic attacker exploits ambi-
ent noise modelled by per (probability of miss-monitor-
ing)to perform attacks.

3. Behavior Rules:

Behavior rules for a device are specified during the design 
and testing phase of an MCPS. Our intrusion detection 
protocol takes a set of behaviour rules for a device as in-
put and detects if a device’s behaviour deviates from the 
expected behaviour specified by the set of behaviour rules. 
Since the intrusion detection activity is performed in the 
background, it allows behaviour rules to be changed if in-
complete or imprecise specifications are discovered dur-
ing the operational phaseWithout disrupting the MCPS 
operation. Our IDS design for the reference MCPS model 
relies on The use of lightweight specification-based  be-
haviour rules for each sensor or actuator medical device.

4. Intrusion detection system:

Intrusion detection system (IDS) design for cyber physical 
systems (CPSs) has attracted considerable because of the 
dire consequence of CPS failure. In this paper, we consid-
er specification rather than signature-based detection to 
deal with unknown attacker patterns. We consider specifi-
cation rather than anomaly based techniques to avoid us-
ing resource constrained Sensors or actuators in an MCPS 
for profiling anomaly patterns (e.g., through learning) and 
to avoid high false positives. We consider specification 
rather than trust based techniques to avoid delay due to 
trust aggregation and propagation to promptly react to 
malicious behaviours in Safety critical MCPSs.

CONCLUSION:

For safety-critical MCPSs, being able to detect attack-
ers while limiting the false alarm probability to protect 
the welfare of patients is of utmost importance. In this 
paper we proposed a behaviour-rule specification-based 
IDS technique for intrusion detection of medical devices 
embedded in a MCPS. We exemplified the utility with 
VSMs and demonstrated that the detection probability of 
the medical device approaches one (that is, we can always 
catch the attacker without false negatives) while bound-
ing the false alarm probability to below 5% for reckless 
attackers and below 25% for random and opportunistic 
attackers over a wide range of environment noise levels. 
Through a comparative analysis, we demonstrated that 
our behaviour-rule specification-based IDS technique 
outperforms existing techniques based on anomaly intru-
sion detection.

FUTURE WORK:
In future work, we plan to analyze the overheads of our 
detection techniques such as the various distance-based 
methods in comparison with contemporary approaches. 
We also plan to deepen adversary modelling research 
based on stochastic Petri net techniques such that the 
system can dynamically adjust CT to maximize intrusion 
detection performance in response to changing attacker 
behaviours at runtime.
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